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Introducing ConservrM Safe Coin Solvent

In 1990, at a prominent U.S: dental products manufacturing company known as CDI, a unique new liquid was developed with the specific purpose of
removing impurities from plastic and metal surfaces. As part of a technical surface preparation process, the aim of the product was to cleanse the
surfaces ofrigid molds prior to the pouring ofrefractory high-heat silicates.

Upon release of this product, the Director of CDI, also being ahi$ly regwded numismatist, found that not only did this liquid remove surface dirt,
impurities, gums, grease, vamish, inks, etc., but it also quickly removed surface PVC (Polyvinyl Chloride "green-residue") from coins as welll Not
only did the liquid rinse away the PVC, but it did not disturb the metal in any way! Surface "toning" was left completely intact while contaminants
were rinsed offwith ease. After repeated tests on different metals and on many surface problem coins, especially those with slime, darkened ash, dirt,
and wet or dry PVC, the liquid removed residues consistently while leaving the original coin surfaces undisturbed... a collectorns dream remedy!

Since the discovery of the cleansing effect this liquid has on coins, the Director proceeded to use this liquid treatment before sending off coins for
"slabbing" to the certification services... always undetectable... continuously... for the last 25 years! Now, after many years ofsuccessfirl use and
aiding fellow collectors/dealers with this great product, the developer and manufacturer have agreed to allow its sale to the coin collecting industry.

Today, some certification services charge large fees, wen a percentage of the coin's current value to cleanse and remove what this product may do
for you at home. Here at CDI we are happy to finally make this product available to everyone with a numismatic passion for coins.

Directions (See Our Video Online)

* IJse common sense when applying with a swab. Ifrubbed harshly, "hairlines", etc. can be created. This product will not abrade nor change the surface ofa coin,
but may not be able to remove some hardened materials accumulated on coin surfaces over time.

** Due to the natural reactive nature of copper/bronze, you may wish to experiment before use with copper. Different surfaces and residues already on the copper can
react with solvents and change the patina ofthe copper. We have never seen any changes occur with gold, silver, platinum, palladium, nickel, aluminum, steel, or zinc.
Do not use on leather, suede, silk, or rubber.

Caution
Keep out of reach of children. Use responsibly by following directions and cautions. Use this product in a well ventilated area. Avoid contact with
eyes and prolonged contact with skin. Do not use near heat, sparks, or flames. Product contains hydrocarbon distillates. Do not swallow. lf
swallowed, do not induce vomiting and call physician, or go to hospital. In case of eye contact, flush with water. If irritation persists, get medical
attention. Use gloves, or hand protectorants. For skin contact, wash thoroughly with soap and water. Hazard Status: Class III Combustible Liquid.
Contact CDI or see website for MSDS data.

Disclaimer
This product information is provided in good faith, without expressed or implied warranty. User assumes all responsibility for safety and its use.
Judgment as to the suitability of use of this product for the individual's own use or purposes are the sole responsibility of the individual. CDI assumes
no responsibility as to the accuracy or suitability ofthis product or for its application to the individual's purposes or consequences ofits use.
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STEP 1

Place a small amount of
liquid in a shallow
plastic or glass cup.

STEP 2

Put coin into liquid and
allow to soak for 30
seconds to 1 minute.

STEP 3

Use a cotton swab to tilt
coin upward and

remove from cup.

STEP 4

Place coin on a soft.
clean cotton cloth, paper
towel, or napkin.

STEP 5

Soak a cotton swab with
liquid and gently swirl
about the coin's surface
and rim in order to
remove pvc, debris, etc.

STEP 6

Tum the coin over and
use a new soaked swab
on the reverse side of
the coin.

STEP 7

If the coin is extremely
didy, repeat the process.

Several swabs may be
needed on a single coin.

STEP 8

When finished, place coin
on a soft, clean cotton
cloth, paper towel, or
napkin and gently "blot'"
dry. Allow to neutralize
in air for 15-30 minutes.
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